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Here’s How They DID IT!  Real-Time Election Fraud

Guest post by Jay Valentine – reprinted with permission from American

Thinker

Database latency – geeky term, but it’s how they DID It!
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A policeman pulls over a speeder.  The police computer fortunately picks

up that 3 hours ago a similar vehicle and person held up a liquor store – so

the police are on alert.

No database latency.

County election managers change the zip code of 31,000 voters on

September 3.

Ballots go out that week.  Those 31,000 are undeliverable.  Someone

collects those valid ballots.  On September 15 , those addresses are

quietly changed back.

National Change of Address Database, NCOA, will not pick up those

address changes.  They didn’t happen because there is no history.

The 31,000 citizens were getting their mail just fine – except for

ballots.  Ballot addresses were driven by the county mail-in ballot

database – the one that was changed – then changed back.

Many states send ballots to everyone; the recipient is none the wiser that

they never received a mail-in ballot.  They may vote in person.  Oops! 

“You already voted!”  Ever heard that?

Welcome to database latency.

Our bad guy pals know they can change voter rolls, take an action, then

change them back.  Who would know?

A thousand voters are changed from inactive, voted, then changed back

and how would you ever know?  With lots of complex footwork, you could

eventually tell from their voter history file – months after the election.
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What are you going to do about it?  Reverse the election?

The new, and current “ballot gathering strategy” mandated by the almost

universal mail-in ballots adds pretty cool database games – exploiting

database latency.

Database latency, as you likely gathered, is when the database record lags

current reality.  We all experienced it in our electronic-driven society.

The ballot-gathering scammers know about latency – it’s their ground

game!

To Republicans, election engineering is civics.  To Democrats, it’s

business – and they are great at it!

They know the Republicans have hundreds of diligent election sleuths

working in basements and dining room tables checking voter rolls for the

dead and the fakes.

They know those people rely on NCOA and Melissa and other batch,

highly latent services as their baseline.  If someone moved, it shows up in

NCOA.  Great.  2 months later!

A real voter moved.  They want to keep getting their St. Jude’s donation

cards.  They fill in their NCOA form to get mail forwarded to their new

address.  Our fraud detectives find this person – and maybe someone

voted for them. Cross out one phantom!  One!

Our bad guys are happy to give up a few retail-level ballots to hide

their wholesale-level ballot gathering apparatus.  They count on it.

Here’s the fraud equation taking place across the country:
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Count the in-person votes on election day.

Count the early, in-person votes.

Shut down the system (Atlanta water leak, Maricopa County

everything).

Bring in undeliverable ballots gathered when you changed voters’

names, addresses, or zip codes, then changed them back.

Determine the votes you need to win. Press the “WIN” button.

Wait for the Republicans to file a lawsuit months later.

Floating ballots are the lifeblood Democrats need to win – and win

they will.  Win they do.

Ballot gatherers know Republicans use dumb technology – relational

databases, SQL, NCOA, Melissa, all non-real-time, highly latent systems.

Bad guys are happy to watch Republicans waste time finding ones and

twos, while the real action takes place by the thousands – invisible to

these batch, latency-prone systems.

The RNC helps with its antiquated “big data” system equally invisible to

anything that happens within a month.

Want to run for office?  It’s uglier.

A latency-prone database, like the RNC, to pick one, tells you how your

voter was prone to vote over the last 10 election cycles.  She “leans”

Republican.

Unfortunately, it does not tell you that while she leaned Republican for

years, she donated, this week, to Greenpeace, enraged at the Dollar Store

being built across her street.  Real time means something:  what is going

on here, now, today.
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Your Democrat opponent knows that – she is real time, you aren’t, you are

RNC.

You, dear candidate, are using the RNC latency database to get out the

voter for your opponent – because you are “latent.”

We explain this at www.Omega4America.com

Let’s take a short walk into the future of how we fight ballot gathering

with technology – just a fun little peek.

We know an election commission is going to do anything possible to

make the Democrat win.  Wisconsin Election Commission, Arizona’s

Maricopa County, 7 states in 2016, for instance.

Rather than wasting time on batch NCOA, we get a daily copy of the

election roll.

Ouch!  That’s expensive!  The list in Wisconsin is $12,000!

Did you know your Democrat friends bought it 28 times before the 2016

election?

What is a governorship worth? How much does a contested Senate seat

cost?  Maybe $50 million?  A presidential campaign?

Why would anyone spend $50 million on a Senate seat and let the

other side own the election rolls?  That is a question Ronna McDaniel

may be asked by Mike Lindell!

We take that election roll, with perhaps 15 million voters, Florida for

instance or Texas – compare every voter against every other voter and
×
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address, down to the cell level, and see any differences – every day!

What do we find?

In a real-life example, this month, we found a county that changed

31,500 zip codes, yet the voter remained at the same address. 

Curious?

That means the voter did not change their address, continued to receive

all their mail, except one item – a ballot sent from a voter commission.

Our teams in Wisconsin and Florida are finding this scam by the

truckload – do not email me that it is not real!  And NCOA and

Melissa?  They are totally blind to this – because the addresses are

changed back!

The Fractal team spent the last 20 months, with guidance from Mike

Lindell, encouragement from the great Sheriff David Clarke – and over a

dozen election integrity teams advancing voter integrity analysis from the

ancient, batch, latent to the modern, current real-time.

We learned the core strategy to fight ballot gathering fraud is real time

analysis of voter rolls and cast ballots.  It is also real time analysis of ballot

collection points – like large apartment complexes and dorms where

ballots gather because there is not an APT number.

The question now is whether Republicans want to start leading with

technology or continue to spend millions on “big data” “data driven” batch

buzzwords.

We are about to find out.
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The Gateway Pundit is moving back to Disqus! All of your

account information and comment history has been saved and

will be uploaded as quickly as possible to Disqus. If you do not

already have a Disqus account, you will need to create one.

Please use the same email address that you used for Insticator

for your comment history to be carried over. We greatly

appreciate your patience and continued support!

Jay Valentine can be reached at Jay@ContingencySales.com.  The Fractal

micro site is www.Omega4America.com, @jayvalentine99 on the New

Twitter

Submit Additional Information
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Joe Hoft

Joe Hoft is the twin brother of TGP's founder, Jim Hoft, and a contributing editor at TGP. Joe's

reporting is often months ahead of the Mainstream media as was observed in his reporting on the

Mueller sham investigation, the origins of COVID-19, and 2020 Election fraud. Joe was a corporate

executive in Hong Kong for a decade and has years of experience in finance, IT, operations, and

auditing around the world. The knowledge gained in his career gives him a unique perspective of
current events in the US and globally. Joe is the author of five books. His new bestseller, 'The Steal:

Volume II - The Impossible Occurs' is out now. It addresses the stolen 2020 Election and provides an

inventory of activities that prove the 2020 Election never should have been certified for Joe Biden. It's

available at major retailers now - Please take a look and buy a copy.

 @joehoft
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